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Abstract-Resources assigned to virtual network are not optimal 

resources, which are caused by some scarce resources. To solve 

this problem, this paper proposes a novel virtual network 

mapping algorithm that can realize mapping cost minimizing, 

called CMVNMA, based on two characteristics of network 

virtualization environment, that is virtual network has lifecycle 

and substrate network resources are increased or decreased 

periodically. CMVNM includes virtual network mapping 

sub-algorithm (VNMsA) that can label virtual nodes and virtual 

links which are not allocated optimal resources, and heuristic 

migration sub-algorithm (HMsA) that can realize saved substrate 

resources maximization and migration cost minimization. 

Simulation results show that CMVNMA can save around 15% 

substrate network resources, and HMsA can use litter time to 

save the most substrate network resources than greedy migration 

algorithm (GMA) and random migration algorithm (RMA). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Network virtualization is an important method to solve rigid 

issue of the current network [1,2]. Under the network 

virtualization environment, Network Provider (NP) is divined 

into Substrate Network Provider (SNP) and Virtual Network 

Provider (VNP) [2,3]. The duty of SNP is to build the 

Substrate Network (SN). The duty of VNP is to create Virtual 

Network (VN) through rent SN resources and provide 

professional services for users.  

VN needs to share the substrate node resources and substrate 

link resources to achieve the communication under the 

network virtualization environment. So, virtual network 

resource allocation is one of the key problems and the latest 

research achievements include [4-8]. (In this paper, mapping, 

allocation and assignment are used alternately.) But, substrate 

resource utilization rate is still not high. The main reason is 

that some virtual network resources do not obtain optimal 

substrate network resources, because parts of substrate 

network resources are scarce. 

Fortunately, network virtualization environment has two 

important characteristics: (1) Virtual network will release 

occupancy resources when its lifecycle is end; (2) SNP 

increases or decreases substrate network resources 

periodically according to the resource utilization rate of 

substrate network. Based on these two characteristics, this 

paper presents a novel virtual network mapping algorithm that 

can realize mapping cost minimizing, called CMVNMA. 

CMVNM includes virtual network mapping sub-algorithm 

(VNMsA) that can label virtual nodes and virtual links which 

do not obtain optimal resources, and heuristic migration 

sub-algorithm (HMsA) that can realize saved resources 

maximization and migration cost minimization. Simulation 

results show that CMVNMA can save around 15% resources 

of substrate nodes and substrate links than existing virtual 

network mapping algorithm, and HMsA can use litter time to 

save the most substrate network resources than greedy 

migration algorithm (GMA) and random migration algorithm 

(RMA). 

2 RELATED WORK 

About virtual network resource allocation, there have been 

many researches and the typical latest researches include [4-8]. 

The path splitting and migration methods were used to 

improve the success rate of virtual network mapping in [4]. In 

order to coordinate two phases between the node mapping and 

link mapping, [5] formulated the VN embedding problem as a 

mixed integer program through SN augmentation and 

simulation experiments show that the proposed algorithms 

increase the acceptance ratio and the revenue while decreasing 

the cost than algorithm in [4]. [6] proposed distributed 

autonomic resources management framework and migrated 
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virtual node between adjacent substrate node to deduce 

substrate link pressure and save substrate link resource. [7] 

addressed the problem of optimally redeploying the existing 

virtual network infrastructure as the substrate network 

resources evolves and focused on minimizing the upgrading 

cost, with satisfying node resource constraint and path delay 

constraint. [8] put forward a reconfiguration method and could 

realize network resources load equilibrium and improve the 

network benefits.  

To sum up, the current researches do not consider the 

problem that virtual network resources are not assigned 

optimal resources, because parts of substrate resources are 

scarce. Failing to design optimization algorithm to make 

virtual nodes and virtual links obtain the optimal substrate 

network resources when substrate network environment 

changes. In view of the above question, this paper designs a 

novel virtual network mapping algorithm to optimize virtual 

network resources and implement saved resources 

maximization and migration cost minimization. 

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

3.1 Substrate Network (SN) 

A weighted undirected graph ( , , , )S S S S S

N LG N E A A=  is 

used to denote SN, where 
SN is the set of substrate nodes 

and 
SE  is the set of the substrate links. Each substrate node 

S Sn N∈ has attribute 
S S

N Na A∈ , which include CPU 

capacity weight value ( )Sc n and geographic location 

( )Sloc n . Each substrate link ( , )S S S S

ij i je link n n E= ∈ has 

attribute 
S S

L La A∈ , which include bandwidth capacity weight 

value ( )Sb e . The substrate path is denoted by 
SP , which is 

the set of substrate link. For example, the path of source node 

s to the destination node t is expressed by ( , )SP s t .  In the 

right of Figure 1, there is a substrate network, in which the 

numbers over the links represent available bandwidths and the 

numbers in rectangles represent available CPU resources. 

Some substrate network resources become scarce after SNP 

assigns substrate network resources to virtual network request 

over time. In order to continue to provide resources for the 

new VN request, SNP will increase substrate network 

resources periodically. On the contrary, if one substrate 

network resource utilization rate is too low, this is closed. 

 

Fig.1. virtual network resource allocation 

3.2 Virtual Network Request (VNR) 

Similar to the SN, a weighted undirected 

graph ( , , , )V V V V V

N LG N E A A=  is used to denote VNR. We 

express the VNR of virtual nodes and virtual links in terms of 

the attributes of the nodes and links of the substrate network. 

Each attribute 
V V

N Na A∈ of virtual node 
V Vn N∈  has an 

associated non-negative value 
V V

ND a∈ expressing how far a 

virtual node can be placed from the location specified by 

( )Vloc n . For example, there are two VNR in the left of 

Figure 1.  

As the description in [2, 5], each VN has a lifecycle. In this 

paper, the arrivals of VNR are modeled by a Poisson process, 

and the duration of the requests follows an exponential 

distribution. 

3.3 Virtual Network Resource Allocation (VNRA) 

When a VNR arrives, SN must to decide whether to allocate 

resources to VNR or not. The allocation of VNR to SN can be 

decomposed into two major components, which are node 

allocation and link allocation. 

1) Node allocation 

Each virtual node from the same VNR must be allocated to a 

different substrate node by a mapping : V S

NF N N→  from 

virtual node to substrate node, which is defined as: 
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( )V S

N iF n N∈ , ( ) ( )V V

N i N jF n F n=
       

 (1) 

if 
V V

i jn n= , ,V V V

i jn n N∈          

Subject to: 

( ) ( ( ))V V

i N ic n c F n≤
,

( )=V S S

N i kF n n N∈     (1a) 

( ( ), ( ))V S V

i k idis loc n loc n d≤ ,
V V

i id D∈      (1b) 

Where ( , )dis i j  measures the distance between the 

locations of two nodes i and j. Constraint condition (1a) 

denotes that the CUP capacity of substrate nodes allocated to 

virtual node must bigger than CUP capacity of virtual node 

request. Constraint condition (1b) denotes that the distance 

between substrate node and virtual node must be the scope of 

virtual node request. In Figure 1, the first VNR has the node 

mapping {A1 → A, B1 → B, C1 → E}. The second VNR has 

the node mapping {A2 → C, B2 → F, C2 → G, D2 → H}.  

2) Link allocation 

According to the location of substrate nodes which hosted the 

source node and destination node of virtual link, each virtual 

link is mapping to a substrate path. It is defined as 

: V S

EF E P→ from virtual links to substrate path for 

all ( , )V V V V

ij i je link n n E= ∈ . 

( , ) ( ( ), ( ))V V S V V

E i j N i N jF n n P F n F n⊆      (2) 

Subject to: 

( ) ( ), ( )V V

Eb P b e P F e≥ ∀ ∈
            

(2a) 

Constraint condition (2a) denotes that the bandwidth capacity 

of substrate path must bigger than the bandwidth capacity 

requested by virtual network. In Figure 1, the first VNR has 

been assigned the link mapping {(A1, B1) → {(A,B) } , (B1, 

C1) → {(B,E)} , (A1, C1) → {(A,C), (C,D), (D,E)} }, and the 

second VNR has the link mapping{(A2, B2) → {(C,D), (D,E) , 

(E,F)} , (A2, C2) → {(C,G)} , (C2, D2) → {(G,H)} , (D2, B2) 

→ {(H,F)}}. 

3) Mapping revenue 

Substrate network can obtain revenue through assignment 

resource to VNR. Similar to the previous work in [4,5], when 

mapping a VNR ( )VG t at time t, this paper defines the 

mapping revenue as: 

( ( )) ( ) ( )V V V V

V V V

map e E n N
R G t b e c nρ

∈ ∈
= +∑ ∑   (3) 

where coefficient ρ is used to tradeoff the revenue between 

bandwidth and CPU. 

4) Mapping cost 

When substrate network hosted a VNR, some substrate 

network resources were consumed by virtual nodes and virtual 

links. When mapping a VNR ( )VG t at time t, this paper 

defines the cost of mapping a VNR as: 

( ( )) ( )
V

SV V S S V V

V e V

map ee E e E n N
C G t b c n

∈ ∈ ∈
= +∑ ∑ ∑

  
(4) 

where 
V

S

e

e
b denote the sum of substrate link 

Se bandwidth 

consumed by
Ve . 

5) Mapping objective 

The mapping objective is that more VNRs can be accepted by 

SN over time T. This paper defines the mapping objective as: 

0 0
max(lim ( ( )) / lim ( ( )) / )

T TV V

T map T mapt t
R G t T C G t T→∞ →∞= =

−∑ ∑ (5) 

3.4 Virtual Network Migration (VNM) 

In order to make the virtual resources which do not obtain 

optimal resources get the optimal resources, VNM should 

include node migration and link migration. 

1) node migration 

The node migration may happen when the location of virtual 

node is not satisfied or the link distance between substrate 

node hosted virtual node and substrate node hosted adjacent 

virtual node is not the shortest link. This paper 

uses : S S

NM N N→  to denote that virtual node 

V V

in N∈ migrates from 
S

in to 
S

jn , that is: 

(( ) ( )), ( ) , ( )S S V S S V S S

N i j N i i N i jM n n F n n N F n n N→ = ∈ = ∈
 
(6) 

Subject to: 

( ) ( )V S

i ic n c n≤ , ( ) ( )V S

i jc n c n≤
         

(6a) 

( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( ))V S V V S V

i j i i i idis loc n loc n d dis loc n loc n d λ≤ ≤ ≤ + ,              
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V V

i id D∈
                    

(6b) 

Or 

( ( , ( )))V V
j i

S S V

j N jn N
long P n F n

∈
≤∑
 

( ( , ( )))V V
j i

S S V

i N jn N
long P n F n

∈∑
         

(6c) 

Constraint condition (6a) denotes CPU capacity of substrate 

node, whether migration before or migration after, must meet 

the CPU capacity constraint of virtual node request. Constraint 

condition (6b) denotes the location of substrate node after 

migration can meet the location constraint of virtual node 

request. Constraint condition (6c) denotes there are bandwidth 

resources which can be saved by node migration.
 

V

iN  is 

used to denote the set of virtual nodes adjacent to virtual 

node
V

in .λ  is used to denote location toleration value of 

SLA (Service Lever Agreement),which is set 10 in this 

paper[9]. ( ( , ))S S S

i jlong P n n
 
represents the sum of 

bandwidth between
S

in and
S

jn used by virtual link, which is 

defined in section of link migration. The objective of node 

migration is: 

min ( ( , ( ))S V V
i j i

S S V

i N jn n N
long P n F n

∈∑
      

(7) 

In Figure 1, substrate node C and D also meet the location 

constraint of virtual node A2. A2 is mapping on C because D 

do not meet the CPU capacity constraint. After network 

environment is changed, CPU capacity of node D is increased. 

A2 can be migrated from C to D, so as to save 10 units of 

bandwidth. Because virtual link A2-B2 need consume 3*10 

units of bandwidth before migration and only 2*10 after 

migration. Analogously, the migration B2 from F to E can 

save 10 units bandwidth.  

2) link migration 

This paper uses : S S

EM P P→ to denote that virtual 

link ( , )V V V V

i je n n E= ∈  migrates from path consuming 

bandwidth more to path consuming bandwidth less, which is 

defined as: 

    
( )S S

E old newM P P→
                

(8) 

( ) ( ), ( ) ( ),S V S V

old newb P b e b P b e≥ ≥  

, ( ( ), ( ))S S S V V

old new N i N jp p P F n F n⊆  

Subject to: 

( ) ( )S S

old newlong P long P≥          (8a) 

In which 

( )Sijlong p =
 

( ( ( ), ( ))) ( )S
i ij

S V V

N i N j il P
long P F n F n b l

∈
=∑  

,
S

ijp denotes the substrate path between virtual node 
V

in and 

V

jn . 
S

ijP denotes all substrate paths between substrate nodes 

which hosted 
V

in and 
V

jn . Constraint condition (8a) denotes 

virtual link bandwidth consuming migration after must less 

than that of migration before. For example, virtual link A1-C1 

of VN1 is mapped on substrate path A-C-D-E. So,  

1 1( ) ( ( , ))S S S S

A C A Elong P long P n n= =

( ) ( ) ( ) 16 16 16 48AC CD DEb l b l b l+ + = + + = . 

The objective of link migration is  

min ( )S S
ij ij

S

ijp P
long p

∈
         

(9) 

In Figure 1, virtual link A1-C1 can be mapped on substrate 

path A-C-D-E or A-E. Because A-E has not adequate 

bandwidth requested by A1-C1, A-E is mapped on A-C-D-E. 

When A-E has sufficient bandwidth to meet the constraint of 

A1-C1, A-E can be migrated to A-E and can save 2*16 units 

of bandwidth.  

3) migration cost 

Migration can consume network resource and affect 

performance of VN and SN, so, the times of node migration 

and link migration should less. The migration cost is defined 

as : 

pathnodemigrate CCC ⋅+⋅= 21 ωω               (10) 
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In which, nodeC  and 
pathC denote the times of node 

migration and link migration. Coefficients 1 2,ω ω are used to 

tradeoff the cost of node migration and link migration.  In 

order to compute convenience, the migration cost can be 

denoted as bandwidth consuming. 

Frequent migration will greatly increase migration cost and 

also cannot guarantee migration success. Therefore, migration 

time is important problem for migration, which will be our 

next work. This paper set the migration time as the time of 

substrate network increases resources or the lifecycle of 

multiple VNs is end.  

4) migration revenue 

Migration revenue includes two parts: (1) VN performance is 

enhanced through allocate virtual node location more precise 

and virtual link much short. (2) Some link bandwidth 

resources can be saved through node migration and link 

migration. When virtual node is mapped on substrate node 

that can meet location request, this paper sets revenue 

as δ and δ  is equal to 10 units of bandwidth. So, the 

migration revenue is defined as: 

δααα ⋅⋅+⋅+⋅= nodepathnodemigrate TRRR 321     (11) 

In which, nodeR denotes the link bandwidth saved by node 

migration, 
pathR denotes the link bandwidth saved by link 

migration. nodeT denotes the times of node migration. 

5) migration objective 

The migration objective is to minimize the migration cost and 

maximize the migration revenue, which is defined as: 

max( )migrate migrateR C−      (12) 

4 VN RESOURCE ALLOCATION ALGORITHM  

From section 3 description, we can see that VN mapping is a 

NP problem. In this paper, CMVNM includes virtual network 

mapping sub-algorithm (VNMsA) and heuristic migration 

sub-algorithm (HMsA). VNMsA can label virtual nodes and 

virtual links which do not obtain optimal resources. HMsA 

can realize saved resources maximization and migration cost 

minimization. In this section, we descript the VNMsA. HMsA 

will be introduced in section 5. 

VNMsA has two steps, which are node mapping and link 

mapping. In the step of node mapping, we present greedy 

nodes mapping algorithm (GNMA) for each of virtual node 

and substrate node set which can satisfy the constraint of VNR 

is found for each virtual node. During the link mapping step, 

link mapping algorithm based on the k shortest paths is used 

to find substrate path which can meet the bandwidth constraint 

and bandwidth cost minimizing. 

4.1 Greedy Nodes Mapping Algorithm (GNMA) 

According to the location and CPU constraint of each virtual 

node, GNMA finds substrate node sets for them. If there is not 

substrate node can meet constraint of virtual node
V

in , the 

location scope of virtual node can be expanded λ according 
to the toleration of SLA, and virtual node is marked as need 

migration node. Equation (13) is used to order the substrate 

nodes in substrate node set. 

)()()()(
SebS

i

SS

i

S

i nEencnAR ∑ ∈⋅=       (13) 

Where ( )S S

ie E n∈ denotes link that pass the node
S

in .  

 

Algorithm 1 Greedy Nodes Mapping Algorithm (GNMA) 

Step 1. Get out virtual node 
V

in ; 

Step 2. Find substrate nodes which has location ( )Viloc n and put 

them in set 
V

iS ; 

Step 3. Delete the substrate nodes in 
V

iS which do not meet 

constraint c(
V

in ); if 
V

iS is not null, GOTO Step 5; 

Step 4. If current virtual node has marked, return mapping fault, and 

GOTO Step 7; else mark current virtual node as need 

migration node, and expand ( )Viloc n
 
to ( )+V

iloc n λ , 

and GOTO Step 2; 

Step 5. Descending order the substrate node in 
V

iS  using Equation 

(13); 

Step 6. If virtual node set is null, return mapping success, and GOTO 

Step 7; else GOTO Step 1; 

Step 7. Finish; 
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4.2 Link Mapping Algorithm based on K Shortest Paths 

(LMAoKS) 

When mapping each virtual link, the K shortest paths 

algorithm [10] is used to find the optimal substrate path, 

which can meet the bandwidth constraint and consume the 

bandwidth minimization. The objective of LMAoKS is to find 

the substrate path which has the least k value.  

 

Algorithm 2 Link Mapping Algorithm based on K Shortest Paths 

(LMAoKS) 

Step 1. Get out virtual link 
V

ije ; 

Step 2. Find virtual nodes 
V

in  and 
V

jn which are the end nodes of 

virtual link
V

ije ; 

Step 3. Find the shortest path set 
V

ijE ,each one of which has source 

node in
V

iS  and destination node in 
V

jS , using k the 

shortest paths algorithm; 

Step 4. Set 
,i jnum equal to the number of links of path which is 

the shortest path in
V

ijE ; 

Step 5. Delete paths of 
V

ijE whose available bandwidth capacity is 

smaller than ( )V

ijb e ; 

Step 6. If
V

ijE  is null, return link mapping failure, GOTO Step 11; 

Step 7. Allocate path which has the smallest k value to virtual link; 

Step 8. If 
,i jnum k= , GOTO Step 10; 

Step 9. If 
,i jnum k< , mark current virtual link 

V

ije as need 

migration link; 

Step 10. Get out the next virtual link, if all virtual links have been 

mapped success, return link mapping success; 

Step 11. Finish; 

5 HEURISTIC MIGRATION SUB-ALGORITHM (HMSA) 

In section 4, we can see that there are some virtual nodes and 

virtual links which are not allocated optimal resources. In this 

section, HMsA is used to migration these virtual resources to 

get optimal resources. Migration can affect SN and VN 

performance and consume the energy of SN and VN. In order 

to solve this NP problem, we first give three migration 

principles, and then HMsA is proposed. 

5.1 Migration Principles 

(A) migration time: time that substrate network resources 

are increased and decreased; time that multiple VNs 

lifecycle is end. 

(B) migration scope: migration nodes and migration links 

which have the remainder time remaint to lifecycle end is 

more than the remainder time threshold tTH ; 

migration links which have the migration bandwidth 

usedbw  is more than bwTH . After confirming the 

migration resources, migration nodes and migration 

links are ordered decreasing which are described as 

follows:  

(a) Sorting method of migration nodes uses the Equation (14), 

savedbw is used to present saved bandwidth after node 

migration or link migration;  

(b) Sorting method of migration links uses the Equation (15). 

The coefficients 1, 2, 3, 4, 5α α α α α  are used to 

tradeoff among different variable. 

1 2 ( ( ) ( ( ))) 3V V

remain i N i savedt dis loc n loc F n bwα α α× + × − + × (14) 

4 5remain savedt bwα α× + ×             (15) 

(C) migrating nodes first and migrating links second: 

Node migration can involve the link change, so old links 

related to migration node need to be migrated and obtain 

optimal substrate paths.  

5.2 Heuristic Migration sub-Algorithm (HMsA) 

Because migration is a NP problem, HMsA is proposed 

according to migration principles mentioned above. Migration 

includes node migration and link migration two steps. During 

the link migration, link migration sorting algorithm based on 

preorder relationship (LMSAoPR) is presented, which can 

solve the issues that there are conflict and dependence 

relationship among migration links (such as in Table 1).  
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Algorithm 3 Heuristic Migration sub-Algorithm (HMsA) 

Step 1. If the migration time arrive using migration principle (A); 

Step 2. Determine the migration resources scope using migration 

principle (B), get migration node set NM and migration 

link set EM ; 

Step 3. Node migration:  

(a) Sort nodes in NM  using Equation (14); 

(b) Delete nodes which can not be met CPU capacity 

constraint to migration; 

(c) Migrate nodes in order and updating the substrate path 

according new location of migration nodes; 

Step 4. Link migration: 

(a) Sort links in EM  using Equation (15); 

(b) Delete links which can not be met bandwidth capacity 

constraint to migration; 

(c) Sort links of EM  using LMSAoPR; 

(d) Migrate links in order; 

Step 5. Finish; 

 

Algorithm 4 Link Migration Sorting Algorithm based on Preorder 

Relationship (LMSAoPR) 

Step 1. Solve substrate link resources needed for each virtual link to 

migration; 

Step 2. Solve substrate link resources released for each virtual link 

after migration; 

Step 3. Find preorder set for each virtual link; 

Step 4. Merge all preorder sets to obtain the order of migration 

links; 

Step 5. Return the order of migration links; 

 

Now we give the detail description to LMSAoPR. From 

Figure 2, we can see that there are 4 virtual links want to be 

migrated which are shown in Table 1. But, these migrations 

are failed all because of the scarce of links resources. Assume 

that SNP increases the bandwidth 10 to substrate link 1-3, and 

increases the bandwidth 10 to substrate link 2-3. Now 

A,B,C,D can be migrated. 

 

15+15
35+0

 

Fig.2. link migration 

Table 1. Link migration analysis 

sequence number A B C D 

virtual link 1-3 4-3 1-3 7-3 

substrate path 1-2-3 4-5-1-3 1-6-3 7-8-1-3 

optimal objective 1-3 4-2-3 1-3 7-6-3 

link resources Needed 1-3 4-2;2-3 1-3 7-6;6-3 

link resources Released 1-2;2-3 4-5;5-1;1-3 1-6;6-3 7-8;8-1;1-3 

conflict C  A  

dependence A,B A,B; C,D C,D 

preorder set B,D A B,D C 

 

We use link migration in Figure 2 as an example. Link A and 

link B are dependence on each other because resources 

released by link A can be used by link B, and vice versa. There 

is a conflict between Link A and link C because substrate link 

1-3 is needed by link A and link C simultaneously.  

Preorder set of virtual link consists of virtual links which can 

release substrate link resources and these substrate link 

resources released are needed by current virtual link. In table 1, 

virtual link A needs substrate link resource of 1-2,2-3 which 

can be released by virtual B and virtual D. So, preorder set of 

virtual link A consists of virtual link B and D. 

Now we explain the methods of merging all preorder sets to 

obtain the order of migration links. First getting out the 

preorder set ps which has the most number of elements, and 

then merging the other preorder sets into ps . In table 1,for 

example, preorder sets include｛B,D,A｝,｛A,B｝,｛B,D,C｝,

｛C,D｝. ｛B,D,A｝has the most number of elements and is in 
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front of others, so B,D are put into preorder set, that is 

{ , }ps B D= . When merging ｛A,B｝, because virtual link A 

is in front of virtual link B, so, we put link A into
ps  and in 

front of B, that is { , , }ps A B D= . Lastly, we can get 

{ , , , }ps A B C D= . 

5.3 Time Complexity Analysis 

Assuming there are n virtual links which want to be migrated, 

HMsA needs two steps to migrate links. First, each virtual link 

is analysis such as in table 1, which consumes time ( )nο . 

Second, n virtual links are sorted, which needs 
2( )nο . 

Therefore, the total time is 
3( )nο  

However, if using greedy migration algorithm (GMA) which 

migrates virtual links continuously until all virtual links 

migration failure, which needs time ( !)nο . If using random 

migration algorithm (RMA) which migrates virtual links using 

random order and each virtual link is migrated only once. So, 

RMA needs time ( )nο .  

6 SIMULATIONS 

In this section, we first describe experiment environment, and 

then present some results. There are not existing researches 

which are related with problem solved in this paper. We 

compare mapping algorithm CMVNMA and 

CMVNMA-no-HMsA, where CMVNMA-no-HMsA denotes 

that HMsA is not executed, and is used to simulate existing 

virtual network mapping algorithms.  

6.1 Simulation Environment 

Similar to [4,5], this paper uses GT-ITM[11] to create virtual 

network and substrate network. The number of substrate nodes 

changes from 50 to 200. Each pair of substrate nodes are 

connected with probability 0.2pr = . The CPU capacity of 

substrate nodes and bandwidth capacity of substrate links 

distribute in the range (10,100). The number of virtual nodes 

of VNR is uniform distribute in (2,10). Probability that each 

pair of virtual nodes is connected is 0.2. The CPU capacity of 

virtual nodes and bandwidth capacity of virtual links distribute 

in the range (2,10). Virtual nodes (or substrate nodes) are 

connected by virtual nodes (or substrate nodes) selected 

randomly, if which is connected by none of virtual link (or 

substrate link). 

6.2 Simulation Results 

(1) Comparison of Saved Bandwidth 

In order to validate the result of migration, VNRs arrive 

continuously until the VNRA fails. Then migration algorithm 

HMsA is used to migration virtual nodes and virtual links. 

Figure 3 shows the saved bandwidth resources through using 

CMVNMA. We can see that CMVNMA saves more 

bandwidth resources than CMVNMA-no-HMsA. In addition, 

saved bandwidth resources increase gradually when substrate 

network size becomes bigger. This situation indicates that 

there are more virtual nodes and virtual links which can not be 

allocated optimal resources.   
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Fig.3. comparison of saved bandwidth 

(2) Comparison of Link Migration Algorithms 

Link migration algorithms include LMSAoPR, GMA and 

RMA, which have been described in section 5.3. Figure 4 

represents migration revenue of three algorithms, namely 

saved bandwidth capacity.  
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Fig.4. comparison of link migration algorithms 
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LMSAoPR obtains the maximal migration revenue, GMA 

secondly and RMA obtains the least migration revenue. So, 

LMSAoPR uses less time and gets more migration revenue 

than GMA. GMA gets more revenue than RMA, but GMA 

consumes more time than RMA. To illustrate these situations, 

GMA and RMA do not solve the issues of link migration 

dependence and link migration conflict. In addition, three link 

migration algorithms all obtain more migration revenue along 

with substrate network size becomes bigger, which are the 

result that more and more virtual nodes and virtual links are 

not assigned optimal resources in the big substrate network.  

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  

To save substrate resources maximization and migration cost 

minimizing, this paper puts forward a new resource allocation 

algorithm which can realize mapping cost minimization, 

called CMVNMA. CMVNMA is very good solution to the 

problem that virtual nodes and virtual links do not obtain 

optimal resources, caused by some substrate network 

resources scarce.  

Although algorithm CMVNMA can save more resources than 

others algorithms, migration time is needed to research further. 

In addition, autonomic computing in resource management is 

a research hotspot. In next work, we will try to use 

non-cooperative games to realize resource independent 

optimization migration.  
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